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Abstract
We evaluate manually five lexical association measurements as regards the discovery of
Modern Greek verb multiword expressions with two or more lexicalised components using
mwetoolkit3 (Ramisch et al., 2010). We use Twitter corpora and compare our findings with
previous work on fiction corpora. The results of LL, MLE and T-score were found to overlap
significantly in both the fiction and the Twitter corpora, while the results of PMI and Dice do not.
We find that MWEs with two lexicalised components are more frequent in Twitter than in fiction corpora and that lean syntactic patterns help retrieve them more efficiently than richer ones.
Our work (i) supports the enrichment of the lexicographical database for Modern Greek MWEs
’IDION’ (Markantonatou et al., 2019) and (ii) highlights aspects of the usage of five association
measurements on specific text genres for best MWE discovery results.
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Introduction

Most prior work on MWE discovery exploits lexical association measures (AMs). MWE discovery experiments on Twitter corpora has investigated alternatives to AMs. Daoud et al. (2015), who study Arabic
tweets, generate candidate MWEs by storing bi-/tri-grams and their frequencies, filter them on the basis
of the frequency of relevant query responses and ensure filtering validity with a confidence ratio measure
that takes into account the number of distinct tweets in which a MWE appears. Londhe et al. (2016) propose a language agnostic, graph based method for multilingual MWE extraction (bigrams) from Twitter
corpora, evaluate it on various datasets and yield promising results in a number of languages; in the case
of English, however, AMs outperform their method.
Prior work on verb MWEs (VMWEs) has focused on expressions with two lexicalised components
(Markantonatou et al., 2018) namely to particle verbs and light verb constructions (Stevenson et al., 2004;
Constant et al., 2017). Reported work on Modern Greek VMWE discovery with the use of AMs includes
Stripeli et al. (2020), who work with light verbs, and Stamou et al. (2020), who work with all types of
VMWEs in fiction corpora. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on mining VMWEs with
2 or more lexicalised components in Modern Greek Twitter corpora (with lexicography as a goal).
AM performance has been found to be subject to corpus characteristics (size, type etc.) and to the type
of target MWEs (see the AMs’ evaluation literature with regards to VMWEs, e.g., German and English
Verb+Preposition MWEs (Krenn et al., 2011; Baldwin et al., 2005), Verb particle MWEs (Hoang et al.,
2009), English, Portuguese and Spanish Verb+Object MWEs (Garcia et al., 2019). Since different AMs
seem to achieve best results on different corpora, MWE types and frequencies (Garcia et al., 2019), combinations of AMs have been found to be more efficient for discovery purposes (Pecina and Schlesinger,
2006). We use the mwetoolkit3 (Ramisch et al., 2010), and discuss the application of five AMs,
namely Dice, Log likelihood (LL)1 , MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimation), PMI (Pointwise Mutual
Information) and T-score, on Twitter corpora. The tool offers a complete pipeline for MWE extraction
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where candidate phrases are created with n-grams or predefined linguistic patterns applied on corpora
annotated for lemma and PoS tags.
In Section 2 we present the details reported in Stamou et al. (2020) that are important to the work discussed in this paper. In Section 3 we present and evaluate three experiments. In Section 4, the differences
observed between the two datasets, namely Twitter and fiction corpora, are discussed. In Section 5 we
present our conclusions and comment on the use of the AMs for lexicographic purposes.

2

Experiments with fiction corpora of Modern Greek

Stamou et al. (2020) used mwetoolkit3 (Ramisch et al., 2010) to discover VMWEs in fiction corpora
tagged and lemmatised with the ILSP tools (Papageorgiou et al., 2000). A Gold Standard (GS) was defined
from these corpora by three expert annotators. Two experiments were conducted, one with simple and one
with enriched linguistic patters. In the first experiment, six syntactic patterns were applied comprising
the most frequent PoS sequences in the GS. The results were evaluated both manually and automatically.
Manual evaluation was applied to identify True and False positives in the first 3000 candidates returned
by each of the following AMs: Dice, LL, MLE, PMI, T-score. In the second experiment, richer patterns
were used featuring double prepositional phrases and conjunction structures, as shown in Table 1 (brackets
denote optionality).
Table 1: Rich VMWE patterns used by Stamou et al. (2020)
Patterns
(Pn)+(Vb)+Vb+(Ad)+(At)+(Aj)+(At)+No+(Pn)+(Aj)
Vb+(At)+(No)+Cj+(Pn)+(At)+(No)
Vb+Cj+(Pt)+(Pt)+Vb
(Pn)+Pn+(Pt)+(Pt)+(Vb)+Vb+(Pn)+No+(Pt)+(Pn)+(Vb)+Vb
(Pn)+(Vb)+Vb+(At)+(No)+(Ad)+AsPp+(Aj)+(At)+No
(Pn)+(Vb)+Vb+(Cj)+(Ad)+(At)+(No)+AsPp+(Ad)+(At)+No+(At)+(No)
Vb+AsPp+(At)+No+ AsPp+(At)+No
(Pn)+(At)+(No)+(Pt)+Pn+(Vb)+Vb
(Pn)+(Vb)+Vb+Ad+(Ad)+(Pn)
The automatic evaluation of both experiments against the GS returned the following order of scores: Tscore, MLE, LL, Dice, PMI while the manual evaluation showed Dice as the most reliable AM; PMI
scored last in the first experiment and LL in the second. Reliability was expressed as interanotator agreement computed with Fleiss k values. Similar observations can be found in Linardaki et al. (2010) and
Gurrutxaga and Alegria (2011) for nominal Modern Greek MWEs and Basque VMWEs respectively.
In the first experiment, T-score, MLE and LL shared about 850 out of the first 3000 phrases returned
by each one of these AMs. Dice and PMI promoted less frequent VMWEs not included in the other AM
results. These facts suggested that annotators tended to select hapax legomena, in contrast to automatic
evaluation that relies on an, inevitably, incomplete GS.
Summing up Stamou et al. (2020) work: (i) rich syntactic patterns enhanced VMWE discovery results
(ii) manual evaluation supported the discovery of less frequent VMWEs (iii) Dice (the most reliable AM
in both experiments) and PMI (it returned VMWEs not found by the other AMs) should be applied for a
more efficient VMWE discovery procedure (Church and Hanks, 1989; Pereira and Mendes, 2002).
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Experiments on a Twitter corpus of Modern Greek

1M tweets (13.531.036 tokens, 253.230 Types & 1.160.036 sentences) were preprocessed to remove mentions, https links, hashtags and emoticons and were tagged and lemmatised with the ILSP tagger. In these
experiments, we paid special attention to food language; a subcorpus was created by querying dish names
such as πατάτες τηγανητές ‘french fries’, πιπεριά Φλωρίνης ‘Florinis pepper’. These tweets formed a
10-15% of our tweet corpus. Throughout our study we tried to see whether this subcoprus behaves differ67

ently from the remaining tweet corpora but in no step we found some remarkable difference. Therefore,
the results reported here concern the whole corpus, including the tweets related to food.
3.1

First experiment: the Baseline

We used the enriched syntactic patterns of Stamou et al. (2020) (Table 1) to obtain a baseline and manually
checked the top 3000 lemmatized phrases per AM. Only 310 unique lemmatised phrases were judged as
True positives out of 15,000 candidates. The AM order by decreasing reliability in Fleiss k scores was:
MLE (0.82), T-score (0.79), LL (0.70), Dice (0.61), PMI (0.50). When the amount of discovered VMWEs
by each AM is considered, PMI scores first (107 VMWEs) followed by LL (106 VMWEs), MLE (74
VMWEs), T-score (71 VMWEs) and Dice (60 VMWEs). As in the case of fiction corpora, we observe
that the T-score, LL and MLE sets overlap significantly (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Intersection among T-score, LL and MLE True positives.

3.2

Second experiment: Leaner patterns

We used leaner patterns because the Twitter corpora returned VMWEs with few lexicalised components
(Section 4). The leaner syntactic constructions contained at most four PoS tag sequences per pattern and
were simplified versions of the rich patterns but not identical with the lean patterns used by Stamou et
al. (2020). Again, the annotators checked the top 3000 phrases returned by each AM. Dice was found
the most reliable AM and PMI the less reliable one. Dice returned 86 MWEs, T-score 83, MLE 72, LL
66 and PMI 60 (these results are an indication that PMI performs better with rich patterns). In total, 184
unique VMWEs were extracted. Again, the T-score, MLE and LL sets were found to share a considerable
number of phrases (47 phrases), while Dice and PMI, the best and the worse scores respectively, had only
one common phrase. The results of the two experiments (with rich and lean patterns) had only 25 phrases
in common; the leaner patterns helped to discover 159 new phrases.
3.3

6000 candidates: Evaluation of the applied AMs

The Baseline returned results similar to those obtained from fiction corpora (first experiment): LL, MLE
and T-score overlapped significantly but Dice and PMI did not intersect. These facts suggest that for
VMWE discovery purposes the results of one of/the intersection of LL, MLE and T-score should be
evaluated as well as the results of Dice and PMI. To test this idea, we evaluated more candidate phrases
(+3000, total 6000 phrases per AM) because our Twitter corpora are twice in size as compared to the
fiction corpora. The LL, MLE and T-score set received a high Fleiss k value (0.79). In the additional
3000 phrases, Dice and PMI received low kappa values (k=0.58 and k=0.45 respectively) and returned 62
and 65 True positives respectively. Again it was observed that PMI retrieves low frequency VMWEs with
more than two lexicalised components. If the 6000 candidates are considered, the set LL-MLE-T-score
returned 137 True positives, PMI 65 + 107 = 172 and Dice 60+62=122. The total amount of identified
VMWES was 431; the improvement is not impressive given the amount of annotation effort required. We
estimate that we received per AM a 2% of True Positives (60 VMWEs) out of the 3000 candidates; this
estimation illustrates the significant overlap among the LL, MLE and T-score (we obtained 137 MWEs
when the "expected" ones were 180).
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VMWEs in fiction and Twitter corpora

The plots of the number of lexicalised components in the VMWEs (Figure 2) reveal that VMWEs with two
lexicalised components prevail in Twitter corpora and VMWEs with more than two lexicalised components in fiction corpora. This (not unexpected) fact may partly explain the results of our second experiment
where lean patterns returned several new VMWEs.

(a) Twitter-Baseline

(b) Twitter-lean patterns

(c) Fiction (from Stamou et al.(2020))

Figure 2: Number of lexicalised components in the retrieved VMWEs.
The first two phrases below were extracted from the fiction corpora and the next two from the Twitter
corpus:
(1) µπαίνει

αµέσως
στο νόηµα
get.PRES.3SG immediately to
the point.ACC

’getting the hang of it’
(2) ΄Εριξες

άδεια
για να πιάσεις γεµάτα
throw.PAST.3SG. empty.ACC in order to
catch.PAST.3SG. full.ACC

’to fish for information’
(3) kατεβάζω ρολά

put.down.PRES.1SG shutters.ACC

’to shutdown’
(4) τρώω

ένα
ωραίο
µπλοk
eat.PRES.1SG one.ACC nice.ACC block

’I was blocked in the social media’
Furthermore, the plots of the frequencies of the True positives per experiment with Twitter corpora (Figure 3), suggest that the VMWEs obtained with the leaner patterns were of higher frequency than the ones
obtained with the Baseline (rich patterns). Again, this seems to be a reasonable result in the context of
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Twitter corpora. At the same time it shows that patterns, frequency and number of lexicalised components
of VMWEs may interact. Stamou et al. (2020) who also conducted separate experiments with lean and
rich syntactic patterns on fiction corpora do not report a similar effect.

(a) Twitter-Baseline

(b) Twitter-lean patterns

(c) Twitter-6000 candidates

Figure 3: Frequencies of the retrieved VMWEs with the three experiments

5

Conclusions

Our experiments on Twitter corpora of Modern Greek, compared to experiments conducted by Stamou
et al. (2020) on fiction corpora of this language, have shown that manual annotation of AM results better
suits lexicographic purposes because it exploits more efficiently the output of PMI and Dice that tend
to return hapax legomena and long VMWEs. Significant economy in evaluation effort can be achieved
if the results of Dice and PMI are evaluated independently, because they hardly intersect, and only the
intersection of LL, MLE and T-score results is evaluated. Furthermore, our experiments revealed that
VMWEs with two lexicalised components prevail in Twitter corpora (but not in fiction corpora) and can
be better identified with lean syntactic patterns rather than rich ones. This result could be of interest to
lexicographers; it also indicates that there is an interaction among patterns used, number of lexicalised
components and frequency of VMWEs in the corpus. We plan to accommodate the new VMWEs detected
in the two corpora at the IDION database2 .
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